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ABSTRACT: The model adopting the three-dimensional Gauss function to express the hydrophobicity distribution in proteins
is presented in this paper. The tendency to create the hydrophobic center during protein folding is expressed in form of
an external force field of the form of three-dimensional Gauss function which directs the folding polypeptide to locate the
hydrophobic residues in a central part of the molecule and hydrophilic ones exposed toward the molecular surface. The
decrease of the differences between hydrophobicity distribution as it appears at each step of the folding simulation and the
expected hydrophobicity distribution (three-dimensional Gauss function) is the convergence criterion together with traditional
non-bonding interaction optimization. The model was applied to fold the hypothetical membrane protein (target protein in
CASP6) TA0354 69 121 from Thermoplasma acidophilum.
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INTRODUCTION

Protein folding is the process in which the starting structure reaches its final structural form (native)
through few intermediates [1–4]. The commonly accepted opinion is that the starting (early-stage)
steps in folding is backbone conformation dependent [5–7]. One of the intermediate steps is assumed
to be hydrophobic collapse-dependent [8–10]. The model to create the early-stage folding structure
of a polypeptide has been described elsewhere [11,12]. The geometry-based approach expressing
the backbone-dependent conformation of polypeptide chain was discussed in [13] and additionally
verified by information entropy analysis [11]. The early-stage folding model resulted in the sequence-
to-structure and structure-to-sequence contingency table analysis [14]. The probability values for each
fragment (tetrapeptide) to represent a particular structural form allowed for the introduction of a Structure
Predictability Index (SPI) [15]. The verification of predicted structures of BPTI [16], ribonuclease [11],
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lysozyme [17] and hemoglobin [18] seems to be promising. The early-stage folding (in silico) model
together with the hydrophobic collapse model is assumed to represent the complete folding process (in
silico), although the final step of folding process is still missing. It will be presented in a close future.

According to general knowledge of protein characteristics, the participation of hydrophobic interaction
in the protein folding process is rather significant [5,19–21]. This is why the model presented in this
paper is focused on the structure of hydrophobic core creation during protein in silico folding. The
‘oil-drop’ model introduced by Kauzman [22] visualized well the idea of the tendency to concentrate
the hydrophobic residues in the central part of protein molecule with hydrophilic amino acids localized
rather on the surface of the molecule. The way in which the amino acid sequence partitions a protein
into its inside and outside has been described [23–28].

The model presented here introduces the external hydrophobic force field of the form of fuzzy-oil-drop
assumed to represent the characteristic hydrophobicity distribution as it is expected in the final structural
form of a protein, with the highest density at the center and lowest hydrophobicity density on the surface
of the oil-drop. The three-dimensional Gauss function is assumed to represent the fuzzy-oil-drop form
and to satisfy the expectations concerning the hydrophobicity distribution in a protein molecule. The
external hydrophobic force field in the form of a three-dimensional Gauss function is treated as template.
Approaching the hydrophobicity density in a protein molecule to this template is expected as a way
to reach the structural form observed in the native structure of the protein. The step-wise calculation
procedure as applied in this work is presented in Materials and methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

Hypothetical membrane protein TA0354 69 121 from Thermoplasma acidophilum was selected to
prove the reliability of the introduced model. This protein was used as a target molecule (T0215) in
CASP6 competition (www.predictioncenter.org). Our group submitted only the early-stage structural
form of this protein to verify the reliability of the early-stage structure in blind prediction. The early-
stage folding (in silico) of this protein was applied to the hydrophobicity-driven process of late-stage
protein folding (in silico). The simulation of the hydrophobic-collapse-determined intermediate step in
the protein folding process adapted to the same molecule was performed to verify the reliability of the
presented model.

The simulation of the hydrophobic-collapse-determined intermediate step in the folding process was
performed to verify the reliability of the model. In this paper, the crystal form of the protein will be
called the “target” molecule, while the structural form predicted will be called the “model”.

Fuzzy-oil-drop model – expected hydrophobicity density distribution

The three dimensional Gauss function was applied to represent the distribution of hydrophobicity in
a fuzzy-oil-drop. The parameters of Gauss function: (1) mean value – (in our case the coordinate x,
y, z values) was assumed to be represented by (0,0,0) point in the coordinate system, what means that
maximum value of Gauss function is localized in the center of the fuzzy-oil-drop; (2) standard deviation –
expressing the size of drop (individually for each x, y, z dimension). The value of standard deviation
describing the early-stage structural form (starting structure for hydrophobic collapse) was assumed
to be polypeptide chain length-dependent of this structural form of polypeptide chain. The standard
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deviation parameter is assumed to decrease in a step-wise procedure causing decrease of size of drop
and simultaneously the size of molecule. The Gauss function has been standardized at each step of the
procedure. The procedure stops, when the size of drop reaches the size of protein molecule of particular
number of amino acids in polypeptide chain. The fuzzy-oil-drop was represented by grid of appropriate
size. Each grid point was described by expected value of hydrophobicity. The expected hydrophobicity
value H̃ej for a j-th point was calculated as follows:
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where σx, σy, σz denote standard deviation and the point (x̄, ȳ, z̄) possesses the highest hydrophobicity
value and has a fixed position in the center of the box (0,0,0) during the simulation. H̃esum is the total
hydrophobicity for all analyzed grid points. Each j-th grid point (xj , yj , zj) is characterized by the H̃ej

value, which represents the idealized density of hydrophobicity in fuzzy-oil-drop.

Real, observed hydrophobicity density distribution

The same grid points were described by real, observed hydrophobicity density distribution originating
from the folding molecule. For the j-th point the value of hydrophobic density resulted as inter-
residual hydrophobic interaction (each amino acid was represented by an effective atom localized in the
geometrical center of its side chain). H̃oj was calculated according to the Levitt function [29] as follows:
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where N is the total number of residues in the protein under consideration, H̃r
i denotes the hydrophobicity

for the i-th residue according to normalized scale of hydrophobicity for amino acids, r ij denotes the
separation of the j-th grid point and the effective atom of the i-th residue. c denotes the hydrophobic
cutoff and has the fixed value 9.0Å following the original paper [29]. It means that only residues with
rij � c influence the j-th grid point. H̃osum is the sum of observed hydrophobicity for all analyzed grid
points. Using 1/H̃osum as a normalizing coefficient allows the observed hydrophobicity to be compared
with the expected hydrophobicity described previously. The hydrophobicity value attached to each grid
point expressed the real hydrophobicity density (as determined by folding protein molecule).

Folding procedure

The input file contains the coordinates of atoms for backbone and effective atoms (for side chains of
amino acids) of polypeptide chain in its early-stage folding form. The folding procedure was carried out
in the following manner:

1. geometrical operation – initial orientation of molecule:

(a) geometrical center of the molecule is localized in a (0,0,0) point in coordinate system,
(b) the longest Cα–Cα. distance found in protein molecule determines X-axis,
(c) the longest distance between Cα–Cα atoms projection on YZ plane determines the Y -axis,
(d) X-axis is oriented according to the standard coordinate system to guarantee the orthogonal

order,
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(e) all longest distances calculated according to points 1b,1c and 1d are used to determine the size of
molecule and calculate the value of standard deviation for each one-dimensional representation,

2. grid system creation:

(a) the values of longest distances calculated in 1b, 1c and 1d were enlarged by 9Å,
(b) the step for grid size is calculated,
(c) the system of grid points is created,

3. hydrophobicity density:

(a) each grid point represents the expected hydrophobicity value (fuzzy-oil-drop) calculated ac-
cording the three-dimensional Gauss function for parameters (standard deviations) as shown in
Eq. (1),

(b) each grid point represents also the observed hydrophobicity value which expresses the re-
al hydrophobicity being the results of inter-residual interactions present in molecule under
consideration Eq. (2),

(c) both scales were standardized (sum of hydrophobicity values for all grid points is equal to 1.0
for both: observed and expected hydrophobicity values),

4. optimization procedure – each step of oil-drop size lowering is followed by structural changes. The
structural changes lowering hydrophobicity differences ΔH̃tot were accepted. ΔH̃tot parameter
can be interpreted as the difference between expected H̃e and observed H̃o hydrophobicity over
all grid points j:

ΔH̃tot =
P∑

j=1

(H̃ej − H̃oj)2 (3)

where P denotes the total number of grid points at particular step of folding simulation. Each
hydrophobicity-based optimization step was followed by energy-based (non-bonding interaction)
optimization step. Each of them contained 5000 steps of Rosenbrock’s optimization [30]. The
energy optimization was introduced to avoid possible overlaps (or high energy orientations).

(a) hydrophobicity-based optimization:

– the sum of hydrophobicity differences ΔH̃tot all over grid points (the square) was calculated –
the minimization of which is the convergence criterion,

– the structural transformation (according to degrees of freedom) was performed,
– the convergence of hydrophobicity density was estimated,

(b) energy-based (non-bonding interaction) optimization using ECEPP/3 force field [31–35]:

– structural transformations eliminating possible overlaps were accepted.

The structural changes at each step of the procedure are expressed according to degrees of freedom
(Phi, Psi and lambda dihedral angles changes). The iteration has been repeated as long as the size of
fuzzy-oil-drop reaches the usually observed size of protein molecule containing particular number of
amino acids (complete PDB data set was analyzed in respect of molecular size as number of amino acids
dependent).
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Fig. 1. Ribbon representations of target (A, black) and model (B, grey) structural forms of TA0354 69 121. Superimposed
structures are shown in C.

Comparison of crystal structure and predicted structure

The comparison of predicted and real structure of the protein can be performed using two criteria: (1)
the relation between predicted and observed protein structure – usually expressed by RMSD factor cal-
culated for Cα atoms and (2) the relation between observed and idealized fuzzy-oil-drop hydrophobicity
distribution. The first criterion assess the prediction correctness. The second criterion reveals the area
of high and low accordance between two objects. The localization of areas with high discrepancy may
reveal probable function-related areas in protein molecule.

RESULTS

Early-stage structural form

The early-stage structural form of TA0354 69 121 was predicted from its amino acid sequence ac-
cording to sequence-to-structure contingency table for tetrapeptides [14] and SPI [15]. The size of the
molecule was 57.290 × 46.182 × 36.689Å.

Visual analysis of 3D models

Figure 1 visualizes the structural similarities of native and predicted structural forms of TA0354 69
121. The RMSD-Cα value calculated for the model vs. its crystal structure was found to be 5.656Å.

Non-bonding interactions

Nonbonding interactions present in the target (crystal) and model (predicted) structures are shown in
form of contact maps in Fig. 2. Interactions that stabilize the fold are between residues that are well
separated along the sequence and therefore away from the diagonal of the plot, where an interaction was
defined as occuring when two Cα atoms were within 12Å of one another. Similar patterns of non-bonding
interactions were found for target (native) and model (predicted) structures. The percentage of correctly
predicted non-bonding contacts was found to be 56.57%.
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Fig. 2. Non-bonding contact maps for TA0354 69 121.

Biological function localization

Figure 3 shows the distribution of differences between expected and observed hydrophobicity dis-
tribution ΔH̃ along the polypeptide chain. The peaks (Fig. 3A) represent the discrepancy between
the expected regular hydrophobicity distribution and the observed one for the protein under consid-
eration. Those fragments are probably function-related parts of a protein (currently the function of
TA0354 69 121 is unknown). High accordance of the ΔH̃ profile found for target and model indicates
that the predicted structure (model) reproduces structure and most of the important biological features
of the native folded structure (target).

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The idea of hydrophobic collapse as the driving force in the protein folding process is commonly
considered to be responsible for tertiary structure determination. The heuristic model of folding simula-
tion driven by the external force field in the form of idealised fuzzy-oil-drop directing the hydrophobic
residues to the central part of molecule appeared to lead the molecule toward the native-like structural
form. The model of fuzzy-oil-drop seems to work well for the in silico simulation of hydrophobic
collapse.

Few single-domain soluble proteins have been folded using the method presented here (lysozyme [36],
ribonuclease [37], BPTI [38]). Model was also used to recognized the active site in proteins [39].
Moreover, the function 1 – ΔH̃tot can be applied to large, trans-membrane molecules to push the
hydrophobic residues to be exposed toward the membrane.

The presented molecule is all of helical form. The interaction between helices and their mutual
orientation is, according to the presented procedure, determined exclusively by non-bonding interaction
in the energy-driven step of the optimization procedure and by the hydrophobic interaction with the target
fuzzy-oil-drop external force field in the hydrophobicity-oriented step. The described molecule was a
target in CASP6. Our model for early-stage structure creation applied to 77 targets (the total number of
submitted models was 163) revealed this molecule to be our best approach. This is why the late stage
model was applied to the same target molecule and treated as the continuation of blind prediction. The
model is planned to be applied in CASP7 (summer 2006) which will allow the verification of the model
in a wide spectrum of different molecules.
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Fig. 3. Profile plots presenting the calculated difference between expected and observed hydrophobicity density distribution
ΔH̃ as a function of the amino acid sequence (A) and its polynomial approximation (B). Solid and dashed lines denote target
(native) and model (predicted) structure of TA0354 69 121, respectively.
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